BEYOND CYBER:
UPSTREAM PUTS DATA IN MOTION

Automotive data in the cloud breaks silos,
allowing teams to analyze information in the
pursuit of identifying exciting new revenue
opportunities.
Upstream’s data management platform
delivers insights well beyond cybersecurity
protection, enabling a deeper understanding
of individual vehicle demands as well as
fleet-wide behaviors for OEMs and their
suppliers around the globe.

Enhancing data
observability
Teams need a single source of true
connected-vehicle data, yet some
companies find that up to 30% of
their data is unfit for use.
Breathing new life into this
previously unusable data, our
platform cleans and repairs data
to enable an effective and robust
digital twin, insight into vehicle
performance on the road, and
for the data to be trusted as a
foundation for future research,
features, and not-yet-developed
use cases.

Preventing
odometer fraud
Reliable connected vehicle data is necessary to detect and prevent
fraud. Our analysts identified widespread odometer manipulation
deeming these gauges untrustable, impacting:

Making FOTA updates more
secure & reliable
Using data already being collected via telematics
communications, Upstream can help OEMs identify OTA success
and failures, and enables:

OEM warranty claims

Fleet-wide synchronization and root cause analysis

Leasing company mileage/ kilometer usage

Easier troubleshooting based on software versions

After hour company vehicle usage

Rapid cybersecurity diagnosis & R156 compliance

This same Upstream-collected data can detect gasoline siphoning
as well as unauthorized parts being used during maintenance,
thwarting fraudsters before their tampered vehicle hits the road.

Deterring
property theft
Relying on existing real-time data capabilities, we monitor onboard
sensors, weight fluctuations, RFID beacons, and keyfob anomalies
to secure transported assets.
These allow companies to:

Enabling EV
charging cafes
EV charging data can help further modernize and monetize
transportation giving insight into what lies ahead for the
industry.
Observability into charging patterns

Prevent unauthorized vehicle use

Identify partnerships for charging clusters

Detect theft in real-time

Gather accurate vehicle charging insights from the field

Ensure ideal conditions for onboard goods

